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Abstract: This paper compares W. H. Auden’s “As I walked out one evening” with
W. B. Yeats’s “Sailing to Byzantium” and “Among School Children,” focusing on
one of its main concerns: the tyranny of time or ephemerality. However, the two
poets’s attitudes towards and ways of coming to terms with the problem of time are
completely different. Their difference basically stems from their different philosophies
and thoughts on the role of literature in general, and poetry in particular, reflecting
the period each poet represents: romanticism/ modern and modern / post-modern.
Their main difference is mainly in the role of literature in our society. Yeats, as he
calls himself a last romantic, still believes in the power of literature as a tool of
changing people. Auden no longer buys such an idealistic view of literature. As the
modern period turns into the post-modern, we come to witness the twilight of the
subjective voice and power of a poet as a national bard.
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제목: 위스턴 휴 오든과 윌리엄 버틀러 예이츠
우리말 요약: 이 논문은 오든의 어느 저녁 때 산책하면서 와 예이츠의 비잔티움으
로의 항해 와 학교 어린이들 사이에서 를 비교하여 이 시들의 공통관심사인 시간의
문제가 어떻게 다르게 다루어지고 있나를 논의한다. 오든은 기본적으로 시간의 힘과
독재에 대한 인간의 나약함과 무기력함에 대한 관망 또는 명상하는 자세 그 이상 이
하도 아닌 반면에 예이츠는 이 문제를 극복하고 초월하려는 자세를 견지하고 있다. 이
는 두시인의 다른 시학에서 비롯된 것으로 결국 이 차이는 모던과 포스트모던의 차이
를 구별 짓는 많은 요소 중의 하나로 논의될 수 있을 것이다. 이는 한마디로 문학의
역할을 어떻게 볼 것인가 하는 점으로 귀결되는데 예이츠는 낭만주의의 후예답게 문
학은 사람을 변화시킬 수 있다고 믿는 데 반해 오든은 그러한 문학의 힘을 더 이상
믿지 않는다는 것이다. 다시 말해 예이츠는 시인의 역할은 민중을 깨우치는 위대한 선
지자로 보는 반면에 오든은 현대사회에서 과학의 발달로 인해 시인의 사회적 위상이
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많이 약해졌다고 믿고 있는 것이다.
주제어: 오든, 어느 저녁 때 산책하며 , 예이츠, 비잔티움으로의 항해 , 학교 어린
이들 사이에서 , 모던, 포스트모던, 시인, 문학, 시간
저자: 유배균은 백석문화대학교 영어과 교수이다.
____________________________________

In

this paper, I will compare W. B. Yeats’s “Sailing to Byzantium” and

“Among School Children,” with W. H. Auden’s “As I walked out one
evening.” One of the common concerns of the poems includes the tyranny of
time or ephemerality; the two poets’s attitudes towards and ways of coming
to terms with the problem of time are completely different. Their difference
basically stems from their different philosophies and thoughts on the role of
literature in general, and poetry in particular, reflecting the period each poet
represents: romanticism/ modern and modern / post-modern. Here, I will first
discuss the two poet’s radically different poetics first and then apply it to the
reading of the above-mentioned poems.
Younger than Yeats by 42 years, Auden represents the last generation of
modern and the first generation of the post-modern poets, making his name
as one of the greatest poets writing in English language around the time
Yeats died in 1939. Here, we should be reminded ourselves of the fact that
Yeats influenced Auden, including many other prominent writers in the
twentieth century, in his growth as a major poet. But it is also important to
understand that Auden began to form his own poetic voice in his efforts to
distance himself from the shadow of his poetic predecessor. In “Yeats as an
Example,” Auden openly confessed his debt to Yeats by writing “Those of
us, who, like myself, have learned, as we think, all we can, and that is a
good deal, from Yeats, ...” (187) and identified the Irish poet’s main poetic
legacies as transforming “a certain kind of poem, the occasional poem, from
being either an official performance of impersonal virtuosity or a trivial verse
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de societe into a serious reflective poem of at once personal and public
interest” (193). Under the spell of Yeats, the young Auden began to mimic
the writing styles of the Irish poet, publishing poems recounting, literally or
metaphorically, a journey or quest, which is considered to be one of the key
ingredients of his poetic predecessor. Auden’s political and oratorical poetry
such as “Spain” and “September 1, 1939” were modelled after Yeats’s
“Nineteen hundred Nineteen” and “Easter 1916.”
By the time he composed “In Memory of Yeats,” however, Auden began
to express his difficulty in coming to terms with the Irish poet. In
“Disenchantment with Yeats: From Singing-Master to Ogre,” Edward Callan
wrote about Auden’s attempt to free himself from Yeats even as he admitted
Yeats’s importance. He examined Auden’s elegy, and particularly the revisions
which he made in it over the years, in light of Auden’s increasingly emphatic
rejection of the romantic tradition which he identified with the nineteenth
century, and with Yeats. And Auden came to express his shame in writing
“Spain” and “September 1, 1939” which bear the marks of Yeats’s influence.
Finally, he announced his disapproval of Yeats by publishing “The Public vs.
the Late Mr William Butler Yeats” which gives a strong voice to his
disparagement against the Irish poet:
What are we to say of a man [Yeats] whose earliest writings attempted to
revive a belief in fairies and whose favourite themes were legends of
barbaric heroes with unpronounceable names, work which has been aptly
and wittily described as Chaff about Bran? ... In 1900 he believed in
fairies; that was bad enough; but in 1930 we are confronted with the
pitiful, the deplorable spectacle of a grown man occupied with the
mumbo-jumbo of magic and the nonsense of India. Whether he seriously
believed such stuff to be true, or merely thought it pretty, or imagined it
would impress the public, is immaterial. The plain fact remains that he
made it the centre of his work. (4-5)
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In addition, Auden started to write essays on his poetics clarifying his
differences with his great poetic predecessor, Yeats. In “The Virgin and the
Dynamo,” Auden manifested that a poem is an analogy:
Every poem, therefore, is an attempt to present an analogy to that paradisal
state in which freedom and Law, System and Order are united in harmony.
Every good poem is very nearly a Utopia. Again, an analogy, not an
imitation; the harmony is possible and verbal only. ... Every beautiful poem
presents an analogy to the forgiveness of sins; an analogy, not an imitation,
because it is not evil intentions which are repented of and pardoned but
contradictory feelings which the poet surrenders to the poem in which they
are reconciled. The effect of beauty, therefore, is good to the degree that,
through its analogies, . . . (71)

Auden’s concept of a poem as an analogy shows a marked distinction from
Yeats’s idea of a poem. For Yeats, a poem is a magic, and as he wrote in
his Autobiographies, “I began to play as being sage, a magician or a poet”
(64). Although he knew that he was criticized for his dalliance with magic,
he did not care. Neither did he hesitate to acknowledge that his personal
preoccupation is the study and practice of magic to perfect the art of poetry.
In

1892,

when

the

Irish

patriot

John

O’Leary

admonished

the

twenty-seven-year-old poet for his devotion to magic at the expense of the
Cause, Yeats answered:
Now as to magic. It is surely absurd to hold me “weak” or otherwise
because I choose to persist in a study which I decided deliberately four or
five years ago to make, next to my poetry, the most important pursuit of
my life… If I had not made magic my constant study I could not have
written a single word of my Blake book [The Works of William Blake,
with Edwin Ellis, 1893], nor would The Countess Kathleen [stage play,
1892] have ever come to exist. The mystical life is the center of all that I
do and all that I think and all that I write. (CL1 303)
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At the concluding part of his essay “Magic,” Yeats made it clear why he
studies and practices magic:
And surely, at whatever risk, we must cry out that imagination is always
seeking to remake the world according to the impulses and the patterns in
that great Mind, and that great Memory? [emphasis is mine] (CW 41)

Yeats’s impulse to remake the world by the power of “the supreme
Enchanter,” or a magician can also be linked to his fascination with the
alchemical quest of self-transmutation which he learned when he became a
Hermetic Student of the Golden Dawn in June of 1887. At this time, as
many scholars agree, he was also beginning to think his art as an process of
alchemy. Just as the alchemist tries to refine common metals into silver and
gold, so the poet on the metaphysical level, attempts to transmute the human
soul into an imperishable and perfect spirit. In this sense, as far as Yeats is
concerned, the poet is a magician and an alchemist.
For this reason, the two poets’s view of the function of poetry is also
different. Auden was convinced that “poetry makes nothing happen” as he
wrote in “In Memory of W. B. Yeats,” since a poet only becomes what the
readers make of him and a poet can only tell them parables. These kinds of
parables, can both be communicated by means of poetry and dramatic theater
and they are a recurring theme in Auden’s and Shakespeare’s approach to
poetry. As has often been pointed out, no Shakespeare plays provide any
illusion that we are watching real people. What we actually meet is actors
performing according to the will of the dramatist. Hence, Auden no longer
regarded a poet as a prophet, a seer, or a national bard. For Auden, a poet is
an observer and a contemplator. As he wrote in “The Poet and the City,” his
view of a poem and a poet is the product of the scientific development of
the twentieth century, which had significant influence on the profession of the
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writer: “Some writers, even some poets, become famous public figures, but
writers as such have no social status, in the way that doctors and lawyers,
whether famous or obscure, have” (74). Auden added that the writer’s social
status has been decreased because “the so-called fine arts have lost the social
utility they once had” (74). He went on to discuss four aspects of the current
world view which have made an artistic vocation more difficult than it used
to be and concludes: “In consequence the arts, literature in particular, have
lost their traditional principal human subject, the man of action, the doer of
public deeds.” (80) In a nutshell, in the age of modern science and
technology, there seemingly is no place for poets and genuine art in the
sense of not being driven by economic or political interests; only
‘would-be’poets or writers can survive in this world.
On the other hand, Yeats’s belief is that poetry makes something happen.
In “Pages from a Diary in 1930,” Yeats wrote that “I disliked the isolation
of the work of art. I wished through the drama, through a commingling of
verse and dance, through singing that was also speech, through what I called
the applied arts of literature, to plunge it back into social life” (EX 300).
Although Yeats wrote this essay in his later years, we know that his belief in
the social function of art is unwavering throughout his whole poetic career.
Yeats’s emphasis upon the social function of art is based upon his conviction
that literature can work as a powerful tool for awakening and enlightening
the mind of the reader. As he wrote on many occasions, Yeats was firmly
convinced of the power of art to transform the reader and society. In his
critical review of Sir Samuel Ferguson’s poetry published in 1886, Yeats

—

proclaimed that “Great poetry does not teach us anything it changes us”
(UP1 84). In discussing Villon and Dante, he expressed a similar idea: “We
gaze at such men in awe, because we gaze not at a work of art, but at
there-creation of the man through that art, the birth of a new species of man,
and it may even seem that the hairs of our heads stand up, because that
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birth, that re-creation, is from terror” (AU 273). Yeats even suggested that the
object of art is to “create a model of a race to inspire the action of that race
as a whole, apart from exceptional individuals, when you and it share the
same simple moral understanding of life” (AU 494). After all, as Yeats wrote,
it was the poems of David which converted John O’Leary to nationalism.
Hence, to Yeats, the role of art is “not, as a great English writer has said, a
criticism of life, but rather a fire in the spirit, burning away what is mean
and deepening what is shallow” (UP1 84). He, in an essay titled “Magic,”
even went far as to say that a poet’s mission is to remake the world:
And surely, at whatever risk, we must cry out that imagination is always
seeking to remake the world according to the impulses and the patterns in
that great Mind, and that great Memory? Can there be anything so
important as to cry out that what we call romance, poetry, intellectual
beauty, is the only signal that the supreme Enchanter, or someone in His
councils, is speaking of what has been and shall be again, in the
consummation of time? ( ACW 41)

In Yeats’s case, however, his understanding of the role of poetry as a vehicle
to win the mind of people is the legacy of romantic thinking. Like his
romantic predecessors, Wordsworth, Shelley, and Blake, Yeats regarded a poet
not only as a magician, but also as a seer and a priest In his Autobiographies,
Yeats announced that his goal is to pursue the fusion of religion and poetry:
I was unlike others of my generation in one thing only. I am very
religious, and deprived by Huxley and Tyndall, whom I detested, of the
simple-minded religion of my childhood, I had made a new religion, almost
an infallible Church of poetic tradition, of a fardel of stories, and of
personages, and of emotions, inseparable from their first expression, passed
on from generation to generation by poets and painters with some help
from philosophers and theologians. I wished for a world where I could
discover this tradition perpetually . . . (115-6)
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Here his goal of establishing “an infallible Church of poetic tradition” “with
some help from philosophers and theologians” expresses nothing less than his
pursuit of the fusion of poetry and religion. In other words, the role of a
poet is the same as that of a priest, “We who care deeply about the arts find
ourselves the priesthood of an almost forgotten faith, and we must, I think, if
we would win the people again, take upon ourselves the method and the
fervour of a priesthood” (E&I 203).
When we read the poems written by Auden and Yeats, we clearly see
how their works reflect their different philosophies about poetry. Here, I will
illuminate Auden’s concept of a poet as an observer vs. Yeats’s idea of a
poet as a magician by comparing the former’s “As I Walked Out One
Evening” with Yeats’s “Among School Children,” and “Sailing to Byzantium.”
A comparative analysis of the above poems will demonstrate not only their
different poetics, but also their different attitudes, thoughts and views about
one of the main concerns discussed in the poems: the tyranny of time. Let us
begin with Auden by reading the first stanza of “As I Walked Out One
Evening”:
As I walked out one evening,
Walking down Bristol Street,
The crowds upon the pavement
Were fields of harvest wheat.
And down by the brimming river
I heard a lover sing
Under an arch of the railway: (ACP 114)

The poem opens with a scene in which the speaker, a mouthpiece of Auden,
takes a walk down Bristol Street in England. Yeats’s “Among School
Children,” and “Sailing to Byzantium” also begins with a description of a
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specific place. The poem ushers us into a school in which the poet as an
Irish senator “walk[s] through the long school room questioning/ A kind old
nun in a white hood replies/ The children learn to cipher and to sing, ...”
Here, as we know very well, the setting plays a very important role in
developing one of the main concerns of the poem: the problem of duality. In
a similar vein, we see that “Sailing to Byzantium” also begins with a
description of a place:
That is no country for old men. The young
In one another’s arms, birds in the trees

—Those dying generations—at their song,

The salmon-falls, the mackerel-crowded seas,
Fish, flesh, or fowl, commend all summer long
Whatever is begotten, born, and dies.
Caught in that sensual music all neglect
Monuments of unageing intellect. (VP 407)

Starting a poem by talking about a specific place can be understood in the
context of great romantic and modern lyrics written in the meditative tradition
of English poetry which started with William Wordsworth’s “Tintern Abbey,”
Coleridge’s “Eolian Harp,” and ended with T. S. Eliot’s “The Love Song of
J. Alfred Prufrock.”
We owe our understanding of the meaning of this beginning to Louis
Martz, Meyer Abrams, and George Bornstein. In The Poetry of Meditation,
Louis Martz places these poems in the category of meditative poems, calling
its beginning stanza “a composition of place.” According to Martz, the
physicality of the place evokes the poet’s memory which constitutes the main
concern of the poem. Although Abrams and Bornstein use different terms,
“out” and “description,” respectively, in “Structure and Style in the Greater
Romantic Lyric” and Transformations of Romanticism in Yeats, Eliot, and
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Stevens to refer to the opening stanza, what they are trying to argue is
basically similar to Martz’s idea. That is, the place or the landscape which
the speaker is situated in or describes is closely connected to his later
realization or enlightenment by experiencing a moment of vision.
Although Auden seems to follow the romantic tradition by starting the
poem with a specific place, he does not provide such a symbolic significance
of the place to his poem. For Auden, a place is just a place and no more
than that. It does not contain any symbolic meaning whatsoever. Hence, in
this poem, the speaker’s main concern has nothing to do with the place
(“Bristol Street”), the time (“one evening”), or the people (“The crowds upon
the pavement”), which are introduced in the beginning stanza. It may be
possible to think that Auden deliberately chose the place as a setting of his
poem only to show his opposition to a romantic way of composing a poem.
It is just a device to invite a reader to a poetic scene.
On the other hand, Yeats’s “Sailing to Byzantium” and “Among School
Children” faithfully follow the romantic meditative tradition in such a way as
to make the setting play a significant symbolic function for the meaning of
the poem. What sets apart from other poets in the meditative traditions is that
the Irish poet studs his poems with various dichotomous elements: young and
old, question and answer, and modern and tradition in “Among School
Children,” and young and old, life and death, nature and artifice, and
sensuality and intellect in “Sailing to Byzantium.” This kind of set-up in the
beginning stanza of a poem leads us to guess where the poem is eventually
headed: freedom from the world of dichotomy. Yeats’s employment of setting
is closely connected to the development of his theme because he eventually
uses its ingredients to make or remake himself at the last stanza. In other
words, Yeats sees himself as a magician, transforming coarse ingredients into
gold or permanent materials. In Auden’s case, however, we come to see that
his choice of place is just intended to tell us the role of a poet is an
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observer since it is Bristol Street where he overheard a conversation by the
two lovers. And one of them sing:
'Love has no ending.
‘I’ll love you, dear, I’ll love you
Till China and Africa meet,
And the river jumps over the mountain
And the salmon sing in the street,
‘I’ll love you till the ocean
Is folded and hung up to dry
And the seven stars go squawking
Like geese about the sky.
‘The years shall run like rabbits,
For in my arms I hold
The Flower of the Ages,
And the first love of the world.’ (ACP 114-115)

Here, the basic theme of this love song is that my love for you will not
change forever no matter what happens. But the speaker knows that the
lover’s promise will soon be evaporated; eternal love cannot exist in this
world since no one can conquer time. Nothing will stay the same; innocence
will be lost; and purity will be corrupted and contaminated eventually as time
passes by. We are always doomed to lose in our fight against time. So the
speaker responds to the lover’s song:
But all the clocks in the city
Began to whirr and chime:
'O let not Time deceive you,
You cannot conquer Time.
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'In the burrows of the Nightmare
Where Justice naked is,
Time watches from the shadow
And coughs when you would kiss.
'In headaches and in worry
Vaguely life leaks away,
And Time will have his fancy
To-morrow or to-day.
'Into many a green valley
Drifts the appalling snow;
Time breaks the threaded dances
And the diver’s brilliant bow. (ACP 115)

Here the poet is convinced that time will win and eventually rule. The poem
gives a hyperbolic voice to the destructive forces of time, making the world
upside down.
'O plunge your hands in water,
Plunge them in up to the wrist;
Stare, stare in the basin
And wonder what you’ve missed.
'The glacier knocks in the cupboard,
The desert sighs in the bed,
And the crack in the tea-cup opens
A lane to the land of the dead.
'Where the beggars raffle the banknotes
And the Giant is enchanting to Jack,
And the Lily-white Boy is a Roarer,
And Jill goes down on her back. (ACP 115)
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Here we feel the tyranny of time. The speaker can see through the water in
the basin what will happen soon in this world. The ice age is visiting us
again, destroying our home with glaciers (“The glacier knocks in the
cupboard”). And then the ice age immediately gives its way to a dry period
since the house has disappeared into the desert (“The desert sighs in the
bed”). “The crack in the tea-cup” may imply the demise of the British
culture or civilization since the tea is an integral part of life for the English
people. Three short lines cover the passage of time which may take millions
of years, foreseeing the apocalyptic ending of one country, once a dominant
force of the world super power. It is interesting to see that everything is a
state of topsy turvy when the world we know collapses. Here beggars are
rich (“Where the beggars raffle the banknotes”) ; the Giant and Jack are no
longer enemies (“And the Giant is enchanting to Jack”); and Jill is willing to
sleep with a chimney sweeper (“And the Lily-white Boy is a Roarer/ And Jill
goes down on her back”), instead of her sweetheart, Jack. The notion behind
this upside down world is that everything cannot stay the same as time
begins to “whirr and chime.”
It is no less ruthless when the power of time also makes its presence in
“Sailing to Byzantium” and “Among School Children.” Unlike Auden’s poem,
however, its tyranny finds its expression in the form of depriving people of
their youth and vitality and thereby deforming their figures. In “Sailing to
Byzantium,” we meet Yeats who has become “but a paltry thing / A tattered
coat upon a stick,” and “old scarecrow.” In “Among School Children,” we
also witness how time wreaks a havoc upon a woman whose beauty was
once, “like a tightened bow,” compared to Helen of Troy:
Her present image floats into the mind
Did Quattrocento finger fashion it

—

Hollow of cheek as though it drank the wind
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And took a mess of shadows for its meat? (VP 444)

Elsewhere the power of time is also expressed in a similar fashion:

—

What shall I do with this absurdity

—

O heart, O troubled heart this caricature,
Decrepit age that has been tied to me
As to a dog’s tail? (VP 409)

Here we can feel the rule of time in our life through the bitterness expressed
by Yeats, since we cannot avoid the problem of getting old and losing our
“pretty plumage.”

—

As we have discussed, Auden and Yeats deal with a similar theme the

—

issue of ephemerality and mutability in our life albeit which are presented in
two completely different ways. And their way of coming to terms with the
problem of time also shows their distinction, which I believe epitomize their
contrasting attitudes not only towards the function of poetry, but also towards
the

meaning

of

life.

For

Auden,

as

an

observer,

he

maintains

a-kind-of-there-is-nothing-I-can-do-much-about-it attitude. Auden knows very
well, like Yeats, that with the tyranny of time being in charge, everything
will change instantly and we are destined to be in distress and in agony:
'O look, look in the mirror,
O look in your distress:
Life remains a blessing
Although you cannot bless.
'O stand, stand at the window
As the tears scald and start;
You shall love your crooked neighbour
With your crooked heart.’
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It was late, late in the evening,
The lovers they were gone;
The clocks had ceased their chiming,
And the deep river ran on. (ACP 115)

The irony of our life is encapsulated: “Life remains a blessing / Although
you cannot bless.” In the end, everything will soon be forgotten and buried:
“The lovers they were gone; the clocks had ceased their chiming/ And the
deep river ran on.” There is nothing I can do attitude ; while Auden does
not do anything about it except contemplating, observing the power of time,
and inviting his readers to share his feelings and emotions.
On the other hand, Yeats’s poems carry let-me-do-something-with-it
approach, mirroring his concept of a poet as a magician. The job of a
magician is basically to remake by using his power to unlock the hidden
things stored in the great Mind. One of the things Yeats wants to do is to
get over the attack of time by remaking himself into gold or imperishable
substance.
It knows not what it is; and gather me
Into the artifice of eternity.
Once out of nature I shall never take
My bodily form from any natural thing,
But such a form as Grecian goldsmiths make
Of hammered gold and gold enamelling
To keep a drowsy Emperor awake;
Or set upon a golden bough to sing
To lords and ladies of Byzantium
Of what is past, or passing, or to come. (VP 408)

“Among School Children” also follows the footsteps of “Sailing to
Byzantium” in that it presents the problem of time in the beginning and
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shows its solution at the final stanza. But this time, Yeats opts the form of
seeing a vision, the unity of being, which ordinary people cannot see or
realize. That is, this vision is only allowed to appear for a magician or a
seer who is equipped with a great imaginative power.
O chestnut-tree, great-rooted blossomer,
Are you the leaf, the blossom or the bole?
O body swayed to music, O brightening glance,
How can we know the dancer from the dance? (VP 446)

It seems to me that the difference between Yeats and Auden pretty much
sums up the distinction between romanticism/modernism and modernism/
post-modernism. Yeats, the last of the romantics, continues to hold on to the
belief in the power of a magician and a solitary seer who can remake and
transform the world, as well as human beings. His faith in the power of
literature is nicely encapsulated in “An Irish National Theatre,” in which he
wrote:
Literature is... the great teaching power of the world, the ultimate creator of
all values.... Literature must take the responsibility of its power, and keep
all its freedom: it must ... describe the relation of the soul and the heart to
the facts of life ... as it is, not as we would have it be ... (57-59).

Auden no longer buys such an idealistic view of literature. He describes the
problems of human beings as an observer and contemplator and what he does
best is to let the reader see and judge them. It is because Auden, as a post
modernist, does not believe in the growth of human beings through literature.
As the modern period turns into the post-modern, we come to witness the
twilight of the subjective voice and power of a poet as a national bard.
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